Company Name:

Morris Parker Property RefurbishmentPrimary
Ltd
Trade:

Building Contractors

Distance from you:

0.00Miles

Contact Name:

Daniel Parker

Full Address:

28 Perth Road,
Gosport,
Hampshire

Postcode:

PO13 0XX

Contact Telephone:

01329 511634

Contact Email:

info@morrisparker.co.uk

Contact Fax:

Company Website:

http://www.morrisparker.co.uk

Company Number:

Contact Mobile:

Comments:
Location map:

Services Provided:
Building Contractors
Building Restoration Work
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Property Maintenance & Repair Services
Traders Overall Rating:

Number of reviews:

10 Points

30

Customer Service
Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
17-Feb-2021

En-suite refurbishment - work performed to a high
standard. Pleased with the final result. Pleasure having
Dan & the team on-site.

11-Jan-2021

Excellent service. Great communication, good project
management, fair cost, delivered as promised and
expected. COVID safe

25-Sep-2020

Overall the service we received was very good,the only
doneside, it took longer than anticipated.

08-Sep-2020

Excellent. Daniel and his team were great. Always on
time and very high standard of work.

09-Jul-2020

Had flat roof replaced. Dan & Ben were very
professional.

11-Jun-2020

The service was excellent and couldn't be faulted!
Communication was clear and consistent and all work
completed to a great standard. Nothing was too much
trouble.

15-May-2020

Daniel and his team were very friendly, professional,
very good communication and good advice. The work
was done in a professional way and I am very happy
with the result, would certainly use them again.

01-May-2020

Had flat roof replaced. Dan and Ben were very
professional.

06-Mar-2020

Excellent work by Daniel and the team they have
working with them. Particular thanks needs to go to
Darren! Communication was excellent from the start
with Daniel making several visits to us before the
project started to make sure the spec was accurate.
The work went really smoothly and the other trades
were integrated seamlessly. We were kept up to date
on a daily/ weekly basis about progress and next steps.
The work was carried out to a high standard. Snagging
took place at the end of the project without a wait. The
house looks beautiful, we're really happy with it.

05-Mar-2020

Excellent. Efficient. Will use again, recommend to
others.

02-Mar-2020

Dan and his team are exemplary in the work they
deliver, and the reason we have used Morris Parker on
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a number of projects.
09-Jan-2020

Extremely good work, could not fault any aspect of the
work done.

20-Dec-2019

Dining Room and Kitchen Redecoration. Very thorough
work, kept informed at all times pleased with the
results

05-Jun-2019

Excellent

30-Apr-2019

Project was well-managed and we are very pleased
with the end result.

03-Dec-2018

Very helpful and efficient service.

27-Nov-2018

Morris Parker (MP) finished a complete kitchen refit,
including the removal of a stud wall, following a highly
successful bathroom fit in April 2018. And as with the
bathroom, the finished kitchen is a fantastic piece of
work. The team, led by the excellent Dan Parker, were
great. Their happy attitude and commitment to
professionalism and quality is testament to the culture
that Dan Parker fosters. We're so very happy with the
kitchen, with the job that MP did and we're already in
consultation with Dan Parker about further work to the
house. I can't recommend Dan and the team enough!

27-Nov-2018

Morris Parker (MP) were recommended to us by a
friend and neighbour, saying that MP are good but
aren't the cheapest around. We found MP (led by Dan
Parker) to be professional in their engagement and
competitive with their pricing. Dan was patient with us
through the design process and the team were
excellent in fitting was has turned out to be a great
bathroom. They adapted to requirements-creep
without quibble, including a few bespoke touches, and
dealt with snags without hesitation or negotiation. It's
refreshing to deal with such a professional team
committed to quality work

27-Nov-2018

Excellent service provide from start to finish. Very
professional and courteous team of people. I would
have no hesitation in recommending them or using
their services again.

23-Oct-2018

Excellent - always polite and obliging.

15-Oct-2018

Considerate, professional builders. Would highly
recommend.

18-Sep-2018

Service was excellent. Very helpful staff willing to go
the extra mile.

05-Sep-2018

Very good - Punctual clean and tidied up when work
completed. Polite and friendly.

11-Apr-2018

Fast quote, prompt service and very good standard of
work.

06-Apr-2018

Very good service, polite, clean and punctual. Any
problems were sorted out efficiently.

16-Mar-2018

Bought a house last year. Required gutting of 20 year
old bathroom and separate shower room. I wanted
modern white bathroom suite, square, "P" shaped
bath/shower. Bathroom to be tiled, shower room using
acrylic wall panels.Although he was the lowest of three
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quotes, I was impressed by his level of professionalism
in quoting the job and explaining the options. It gave
me the confidence to go with the lowest quote. Started
on time and completed earlier than anticipated. Dan
(the boss) does some of the work himself and takes a
pride in the work, as you would expect with it being his
company. He runs a team of six guys and covers
carpentry, plumbing and electrical work, which is
certificated. You get a personal service of the highest
quality. I have total confidence in recommending him.
08-Mar-2018

Excellent customer service. Good quality work.

10-Feb-2018

Morris Parker were asked to quote for a new kitchen
and revamp of tired bathrooms. Daniel was attentive to
how I wanted it done, balancing budget against quality
in an apartment we would be letting. Work commenced
as he had an unexpected opportunity to do it, and he
resolved a few supply chain issues we had with
ordering fittings. The work was carried out without
fuss. He was very courteous & diplomatic with our
quick to moan neighbors who seem to regards
trades-people as the Devil's disciples, and completed
on schedule, on budget, and to an excellent standard.
He even answered his phone at an ungodly hour&
sorted out a water leak from our property encroaching
into a neighbors apartment (I'd emphasize certainly not
due to his workmanship) which was above and beyond
the call of duty. I can certainly recommend Daniel and
his Morris Parker team.

02-Feb-2018

Excellent. Delighted with end result.

18-Dec-2017

Excellent. Kept informed, lots of communication. Very
friendly and professional.
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